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This Unique Software Will Skyrocket Your Click Through Rate On Autopilot! From: Alex Major Date: 2010

Dear Internet Marketer, There has been a MAJOR change on the internet that may cost ignorant internet

marketers millions (maybe billions) of dollars. A San Francisco Chronicle article sums it up best:

Facebook directs more online users than Google This friend-casting of information has helped propel

Facebook into a major force in directing traffic around the Web.A big part of the Facebook experience is

how friends and family share Web links to interesting news stories, photos, videos and Internet sites.

According to Web measurement firm Compete Inc., Facebook has passed search-engine giant Google to

become the top source for traffic to major portals like Yahoo and MSN, and is among the leaders for other

types of sites. This trend is shifting the way Web site operators approach online marketing, even as

Google takes steps to move into the social-media world. Some experts say social media could become

the Internets next search engine. People are spending less time navigating the Internet on their own and

are now navigating the Internet based on their friends recommendations or their friends activities, said

Dave Yovanno, chief executive of Gigya Inc., a Palo Alto firm that offers social-media services. Thats one

of the big trends we started picking up on probably four or five months ago. For years, Web content

creators had to worry whether they had the proper level of search-engine optimization to make sure

search engines listed them among the top results. Now, they have to consider what companies like Gigya

offer - social-media optimization. Marketers must focus on social marketing in addition to traditional

search, as customers have a multi-pronged way of finding information, said Jeremiah Owyang, a Web

strategist for the Altimeter Group, a San Mateo consulting firm with clients like Gigya. The clear-cut

channels of yesteryear are now an intricate set of connections. "Facebook's meteoric growth as a Web

destination was a factor. Facebook says it has 400 million active members, including about 225 million

added in just the past 12 months. Its size now rivals that of major Web portals and its demographics

mirror those of the Internet in general" "Putting all this information together, we can say that Facebook

has become an integral part of the consumer Web experience, similar to how portals like Yahoo and MSN

are part of most consumers' online sessions, So the message for the advertising industry is that more
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serious attention needs to be paid to social-networking sites like Facebook, and advertisers need to figure

out how to leverage this traffic." [...] Today I bring you a solution to benefit from all that traffic and

awareness. I have found a method that instantly grabs attention based on Facebook user behavior! A

simple to use software created to increase sales and/or leads from ANY web page by effectively

attracting people's attention through Facebook chat window Look-A-Like Ads! And since 400 Million

people use Facebook ... EVERYONE is familiar with this chat box and they most likely use it on a daily

basis! This Attention Grabbing Technique is not only AMAZINGLY EFFECTIVE but also VERY EASY to

use! Just look at the screenshot below and see yourself. There are no complicated settings, no

programming required, no geek stuff at all! And This Is Not All! If you order now, you will receive personal

use rights for UNLIMITED sites and you will also get Full Resell Rights!!! You not only can make more

money from using the software, but you can now sell it as your very own product online for even MORE

cash! But you better act FAST because this offer may not last long. I don't want too many people selling

this software to avoid competition among resell rights license owners and myself. Yes, Give Me

"ChatPopBox" Now! I want to get it now for just a fraction of it's worth to me in increased sales and

subscribers, and before the price is hiked up to $67 or even more! I understand I'll receive the following...

The ChatPopBox software with an Unlimited site license for my own personal use. Resell Rights to sell

ChatPopBox from my website and keep 100 of all sales, including a salespage and graphics! Easy to

follow tutorials so I can have it up and running in minutes from now! I will get all this for $67, $47... Only

$27! For next 40 28 copies! Resale Rights Terms: YES - Unlimited Personal Use YES - Includes

Salespage And Graphics YES - Sell it for 100 profits from your website YES - Add to your own package

YES - Add as a bonus to your own PAID products YES - Use as a one-time offer YES - Add to paid

membership sites NO - Give away for free NO - Add to free membership sites NO - Use as a bonus for

affiliate promotions NO - You Can NOT Sell Resale Rights to your customers Best Wishes, Alex Major

P.S. ChatPopBox is so simple and effective it can make you more money today. Download it, plug it in,

and watch the conversions increase...guaranteed. P.P.S. Think about this...the two best ways of

increasing profit online are more traffic or higher conversions. And we all know how tough it is to get more

traffic. Why not use ChatPopBox to squeeze every ounce of profit from your existing visitors? System

Requirements ChatPopBox software works on both 32 Bit and 64 Bit Windows OS (No Mac yet, sorry). It

comes complete with extensive video tutorials so installation is easy and takes less then 1 minute! Could



it get any easier than that? Resale Rights! ____________________________ See My Store For More

Deal!!! Best Deals Anywhere!!! magama.tradebit.com ____________________________
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